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In1984, when Apple came out with
the Macintosh, the computer had
128 kilobytes of memory. This
year, computers being sold for
home use can store terabytes worth

of information — the equivalent of a tril-
lion bytes.

Jim Knight, research associate at the
University of Kansas Center for Research
on Learning, likes to use the phenomenal

advances in the computer example when
he explains education today.

“Every year, the computer gets better
and better,” said Knight, “but we have a
lot of teaching practices produced in 1984
that look exactly the same today.”

Nearly a decade ago, Knight began
investigating what he terms “high-
leverage” teaching practices, those that
have the greatest effect on student learn-
ing. In what he emphasizes is an ongoing
and evolving project, he has identified
four key high-impact areas: classroom
management, content planning, instruc-
tion, and assessment for learning.
Drawing in addition on other national
leaders in some of these foci, Knight is
working with teacher leaders and instruc-
tional coaches throughout the country to
define and refine best practices in schools
and classrooms, with the goal of creating
a simple framework, tied to teaching prac-
tices, that educators can use to take a
comprehensive look at instruction.
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High-leverage ideas

NSDC’s purpose: Every educator engages in effective professional learning every day so every student achieves.

RESEARCH UPDATES BEST PRACTICES IN FOUR AREAS OF TEACHING
THAT CAN POWER YOUR IMPROVEMENT



He outlines each of the four areas in specific,
data-driven terms. Each area has teaching prac-
tices that can be observed and tools to support it.

1. Classroommanagement
Knight said feedback from coaches raised

the profile on this key issue, and the researchers
partnered with Randy Sprick to help outline posi-
tive practices. Teachers with excellent classroom
management skills:
• Provide structure by listing activities and

transition times.
• Explicitly teach students their expectations.

For example, students need to know what
kinds of conversation are appropriate during
transitions versus group activities or teaching
or test taking.

• Praise more than they criticize students.
Knight said youngsters are like plants in a
window that lean toward sunlight. Kids
respond by acting in ways that gain them
more positive reinforcement.
The coach’s role is to look for how teachers

are working with students, to measure that, and
to help teachers to improve by looking at the data
collected. Coaches can observe teachers and ask:
• Are students engaged?
• How many disruptions to learning occur dur-

ing class?
• How often does the teacher praise students

compared with how often she corrects them?
• Do students know how they are expected to

act during activities and transitions?
If a coach observes a teacher and finds that

students are on task just half the time, for exam-
ple, and the goal is 90% of time on task, the
coach might use that observation to offer sugges-
tions to the teacher: increase students’ opportuni-
ties to respond, ask students more questions, be
clearer on expectations, or consider activities that
might be more engaging.

To improve the ratio of praise, the coach
might suggest that the teacher watch for specific
behaviors and aim for a specific number of posi-
tive statements, post a reminder to himself to
remember to praise students, offer more uncondi-
tional praise at the beginning of the class, survey
students’ interests to look for areas to praise, or
other ideas.

Another measure is the amount of time stu-
dents take for transitions. If students spend five
minutes transitioning from one activity to another
and take that long four times in a day, that’s 20
lost minutes of instructional time, Knight said.

The key is to gather information during an
observation. “Usually just showing data can be a
powerful tool to help teachers identify ways they
can improve,” Knight said.

2. Content planning
Knight, building on the work of Keith Lenz

and his colleagues at the University of Kansas
Center for Research on Learning, suggests that
teachers will be more effective if they are inten-
tional about what they teach. Becoming inten-
tional can involve such activities as developing
essential questions for a unit and then mapping
lessons for students, Knight said. Teachers should
vary their questions according to the levels in
taxonomies such as those created by Bloom or
Costa, with higher-level thinking questions that
prompt students to go beyond regurgitating infor-
mation.

Mapping the unit in bubbles, like a mind
map, is a useful tool for laying out information to
focus on what the teacher wants the students to
know. These unit maps can help organize the
teacher’s planning, Knight said, and serve as a
reminder to students of the content they’ve cov-
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BEST PRACTICES
IN 4 AREAS

Becoming
intentional can
involve such
activities as
developing essential
questions for a unit
and then mapping
lessons for students,
Jim Knight said.

WAYS TO COACH

Jim Knight says coaches help teachers with instruction through:
• Interviews;
• Small or large group presentations;
• One-to-one conversations;
• Modeling while the teacher gathers data;
• Observations of the teacher.

An important aspect of coaching, Knight said, is respecting teachers’
professionalism and partnering with them to affirm their agreement with
any aspects of the coaching plan or tools, or to modify actions so the tools
work for the teacher. “Teachers don’t want a ready-made checklist that
somebody cooked up somewhere; they want a voice in what it looks like,”
Knight said, so the coach gets the teacher’s agreement on each aspect of
tools they use. “Reflection is the heart of the coaching conversation.”
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ered before beginning a new lesson. As the unit
progresses, teachers elaborate on the map, he
said. He likened these maps to a Global
Positioning System
that tells where you
are and how to get
where you are going.

Knight said
coaches can use a
checklist with teachers
of what good ques-
tions look like and
help teachers build
concept maps or visu-
al unit organizers.

3. Instruction
Knight makes a distinction between two

kinds of learning: mechanical and metaphorical
learning. Mechanical learning occurs when stu-
dents learn information that has very clear, cor-
rect answers, such as two times two equals four
or the names of the five Great Lakes. Mechanical
learning, he said, is best taught through an inten-
sive-explicit or direct instruction approach.

Other content, he said, doesn’t have one
right answer. There are multiple ways to solve a
problem or answer the question, “Is this a beauti-
ful poem?” He said this kind of learning is best
taught through constructivist practices.

“What happens in schools sometimes is
teachers adopt one way or the other way; they
say everything is constructivist or everything is
direct instruction,” Knight said. “The trouble
with everything being constructivist is there may
be some really important information the kids
absolutely have to master, and they don’t. The
flip side is that if you do everything direct
instruction, you take the beauty and the joy and
the fun and the complexity out of the content.”
Teachers should vary their instruction based on
the content.

For “mechanical” information, teaching
involves intensive explicit instruction to help the
student master the information and move on.
Teachers use:
• Pretests of students’ knowledge;
• A student “contract” outlining the students’

commitment to learning;

• Clear explanation of what students need to
know;

• Modeling of processes to be learned;
• Numerous practice attempts;
• Frequent checks for understanding;
• Constructive feedback;
• Many opportunities to respond;
• Precise monitoring of students’ progress.

The constructivist approach for “metaphori-
cal knowledge” provides learning opportunities
that empower students to make their own sense
of what they are learning. Constructivist teaching
practices include:
• Cooperative learning;
• Experiential and project-based learning;
• High-level questioning;
• Journaling and other thinking devices.

4. Assessment for learning
Knight, who said he was greatly influenced

by the work of Richard Stiggins, said he believes
instruction is more effective and students are
more motivated when teachers and students know
precisely how well each student is doing in a
course.

To accomplish this, instructional coaches
guide teachers through a planning process which
involves (a) identifying essential questions (this
usually happens during the content planning
phase); (b) determining the correct answers to
those questions (which might involve developing
short propositional statements or rubrics); and (c)
creating checks for understanding so that teachers
and students know how well they are performing.

BEST PRACTICES
IN 4 AREAS

Jim Knight said he
believes instruction
is more effective and
students are more
motivated when
teachers and
students know
precisely how well
each student is
doing in a course.

Every student
learns when every
educator engages

in effective
professional
learning.

NSDC’S BELIEF

INVITING TEACHERS AND COACHES

Using a wikipedia approach to the project, Jim Knight is developing tools
that coaches can use to enhance teachers’ practices in the four areas.

“You don’t ever say, ‘Well, I’m done learning now,’ ” he said. So he invites
teachers and instructional coaches to use the tools and provide feedback
based on their experiences to improve the tools for other users. Log on to
www.instructionalcoach.org to download many of the teaching/coaching
tools described here, along with many other tools that teachers and coaches
might find useful. Knight solicits feedback through Twitter and e-mail at
jimknight@mac.com.
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Checks for understanding might then be:
• Student responses during class, from a

thumbs-up or answers on whiteboards;
• Questioning in class;
• Brief or extended writing assignments;
• Paraphrasing comments;
• Student performance;
• Student products;
• Interviewing students.

“The coach helps the teacher create the ques-
tions, answer the questions, and come up with the
checks for understanding,” Knight said.
“Teachers should be able to look at the class and
know where every student is and every student
should know where they are in terms of progress
in class.”

Learning in action
These four areas came out of conversations

with teachers and coaches, Knight said. “These
areas have emerged organically,” he said. “We
didn’t set out to create a model. We began
through reflective practice and tried things out.
Everything we say is translated into a practical
teaching practice, and there’s a tool for it. … It’s
not really finished; it’s just that this is where we
are right now. And this is all still evolving and
will continue to evolve.

“We can continually improve, become better
and better,” Knight said. “But better doesn’t have
to mean more complicated; it means either easier
or more powerful.”�

BEST PRACTICES
IN 4 AREAS
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Digital moxie helps change focus

VOICE OF A
TEACHER LEADER

Bill Ferriter is a 6th-
grade social studies
and language arts
teacher at Salem
Middle School, Apex,
N.C.

Join the
conversation with
Bill by visiting
www.nsdc.org/blog/
and offering your
opinion. Bill posts
his provocative
ideas frequently —
be sure to return
often.

Anyone who reads my writing regu-
larly knows that I’ve drunk the
digital Kool-Aid in a serious way.
I’m a blogger who maintains
wikis, a Skyper who voicethreads,

and a podcaster who jumps into discussion
forums. Enthusiasm for electronic tools comes
easy, because they’ve changed the way I learn.

I constantly read and write online, articulat-
ing my practice and tailoring others’ innovations
to my work. I participate in several digital net-
works with accomplished peers, sharing ideas
and support. Nothing is more professionally
meaningful than the free learning that I stumble
across every day on the Internet.

Unfortunately, electronic tools have yet to
change learning in the American classroom.

Schools and districts, wrapped in an elec-
tronic frenzy and afraid of leaving children
unprepared for “the global economy,” are invest-
ing in interactive whiteboards and class sets of
student responders. Ads for video cameras and
ceiling mounted LCD projectors, along with pro-
motions for subscriptions to countless student
learning services, promise to “revolutionize
learning.”

Despite the millions of dollars invested in
this digital eye-candy, most kids still spend their
days sitting silently, listening far more than learn-
ing. Fooled into thinking that 21st century teach-
ing means rolling clickers into their classrooms,
old-school educators change little about their
broadcast-model instructional practices and
remain hopelessly muddled in yesterday.

So how can your building avoid this embar-
rassing — and expensive — mistake?

Start with one straightforward understand-
ing: 21st century classrooms are not created by
putting tools into the hands of teachers. Instead,
they’re defined by the skills demonstrated by stu-

dents. Twenty-first century learners are experts at
managing information. In an era when content
multiplies exponentially, skilled citizens must
efficiently identify and evaluate the sources of
knowledge available to them.

Twenty-first century learners also are cre-
ative, recognizing that they can be con-
tributors — rather than simply con-
sumers — of knowledge. Buoyed and
unintimidated by invention, they design
new ways to organize understandings
and express individual passions. Finally,
21st century learners are communica-
tors and collaborators — working
toward shared outcomes and skilled at
compromise.

Our most accomplished educators
have been engaging students in creative
and collaborative efforts forever, prov-
ing that tools alone cannot ensure that
classrooms today prepare students for
tomorrow. Technology can, however,
make lessons that are driven by inven-
tion and collective effort easier for
every teacher to manage.

With a bit of digital moxie polished
through professional development,
learning can be transformed from a stat-
ic experience to a student-centered, two-way
exploration of content. Kids in any building can
become instant publishers — connecting to, shar-
ing with, and learning from the world.

The key is shifting the focus of the digital
dialogue in your workroom. Stop pushing for
improved tools and start pushing for improved
teaching. Once you begin seeing technology as
nothing more than an effective vehicle for sup-
porting high-quality instruction, your school will
finally be on the way to properly preparing stu-
dents for the 21st century.�



For more
information about
NSDC’s Standards
for Staff
Development, see
www.nsdc.org/
standards/
index.cfm

Communities of learners thrive when
members collaborate skillfully. In
schools, teachers are most often
separated into individual class-
rooms, coming together only occa-

sionally. Isolation and privatization have compro-
mised adults’ abilities to work collaboratively. A
collection of individuals cannot be an effective
team. Without specific effort, only pseudocom-
munities exist. Eventually, these false communi-
ties will fail to engage members in the complex
work of effective teaching.

Over time, with commitment and opportuni-
ty to learn how to become a true community,
staff members can reduce the isolation within
their schools and create communities in which
they thrive.

In many schools, the need for skillfulness in
collaboration is growing rapidly as teachers work
together in learning communities focused on
improving student achievement.

“Collaboration among educators improves
learning opportunities for students,” Hirsh and
Killion report in The Learning Educator: A New
Era in Professional Learning (2007). “Educators
are recognizing that all students benefit when
they pool their collective expertise. They also
realize that educating all students requires more
than what any one of them knows and can do. “

Congenial interaction marked by guarded
interactions or competitiveness fails to tap the
wisdom of the group. Teams, according to James
Surowiecki (Anchor, 2005), author of The
Wisdom of Crowds, are smarter than individuals.
They develop a collective intelligence pooled
from the knowledge and expertise of all members.

For example, when data in a school demon-
strate that some students are not learning at the
same level as other students, pseudocommunities
engage in blaming, fault finding, and formulating

simplistic solutions that address symptoms rather
than root causes. In true communities, members
come together to assess their knowledge and
skills, explore their individual and shared beliefs,
challenge their current knowledge and practices
with new information, formulate goals that
require change in practice, and measure their suc-
cess in student results.

True communities emerge when members
face the need to interact differently, often as the
result of a crisis or the need to innovate. Both
require people to interact differently, outside their
comfort zones, and often with fewer resources
than they normally have.

Working together
requires new relation-
ships — relationships in
which individuals are
willing to share ideas,
explore possibilities,
listen with new open-
ness, and appreciate dif-
ferences. When adults
learn the essential skills
of collaboration, they
accomplish more than
they do alone. They are smarter together, better
able to identify and solve complex problems, and
are more satisfied.

Communities emerge as individual members
share more about their values and beliefs, learn
to appreciate those of one another, have opportu-
nities for what Judith Warren Little calls joint
work in which all members contribute to the
development of something new, communicate
effectively, handle conflict, and generate consen-
sus. Each area includes a set of related skills that
can be learned and practiced until they become
automatic. Increasingly, as teachers form commu-
nities to plan instruction, analyze data and stu-
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Together, we’re smarter and better
Joellen Killion is
deputy executive
director of the
National Staff
Development Council.

FOCUS ON NSDC’S
STANDARDS

COLLABORATION
Staff development
that improves the
learning of all
students provides
educators with the
knowledge and
skills to collaborate.



dent work, identify interventions, reflect on their
work, and evaluate its effectiveness, they will
learn these skills. By engaging in authentic work
in which members solve problems, analyze data,
plan, and evaluate, they practice collaboration
skills. When they reflect on their collaboration
skills, they have opportunities to improve those
skills.

Teams can assess their degree of collabora-
tion by using surveys, guided questions, and
process observers. Surveys allow team members
to share their perceptions on the degree of collab-
oration within a team and can identify target
areas for improving collaboration skills. When
teams tabulate anonymous responses to provide
the range, modal, and a mean, team members can
determine where to focus their improvement
efforts. For example, if the mean score on a sur-
vey question that asks members to rate how val-
ued they feel within a team indicates that one or
two team members feel less valued, the whole
team can identify strategies to make all members
feel valued and reassess several meetings later to
determine whether the strategies are working.

Using reflection questions, team members
can set aside time periodically, more often when
they are new teams, to discuss their “teamness.”
To assess the team’s collaboration skills, ask:
• How well do we listen to one another? What

are some examples of times when we
listened to each other and times when we
didn’t?

• If a team member disagrees, what are our
strategies for examining the ideas and con-
sidering them?

• To what degree do all team members take an
active role in the team’s work?

• What is our most common form of decision
making? What other ways might we make
decisions? What are the advantages and dis-
advantages of each of those ways? Should
we consider using another decision making
process in our collaborative work?
A team can benefit from periodically having

an outside observer. Process observers provide
more objective data about team members’ inter-
actions. A coach, principal, or a team member
can sit just outside the team and observe, making
notes about members’ interactions. Sometimes a

team member can do this while serving as a
member of the team, although it is difficult to do
both roles thoroughly. Process observers typically
have several areas of focus for their observations
that the team has determined in advance of the
observation. Near the end of the meeting, the
process observer shares his or her observations
and allows members to discuss what actions they
might take as a result of the feedback.

Skillful collaboration takes practice.
Ongoing opportunities to learn how to collabo-
rate effectively, to practice collaboration in
authentic work, and to assess effectiveness
strengthen learning communities, deepen their
commitment to the work, and improve their
results. Team members, those who support teams,
and those who supervise them hold collective
responsibility for teams’ effectiveness and effi-
ciency. Strong collaboration skills coupled with
authentic work are necessary to successful team-
work in schools.�
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FOCUS ON NSDC’S
STANDARDS

WHAT IS A TRUE COMMUNITY?

True communities have distinguishing characteristics, many of which relate to
how team members collaborate. Team members:
• Share goals, getting clear on the outcomes they want to achieve.
• Use processes and shared leadership to advance their work.
• Willingly share ideas.
• Communicate expertly, listening fully to one another.
• Speak efficiently by making

observations, stating their
points of view, and making
requests of one another so
that members know one
another at the belief and
value level.

• Use one another’s expertise.
• Trust one another to keep the

best interests of the team in
the same high regard as their
goals for student achievement.

• Enjoy one another, choosing to work collaboratively rather independently.
• Set and achieve challenging goals.
• Allow conflict because they are comfortable resolving it.
• Feel valued and appreciated for their contributions.



The stages of teacher development are offered not as a way to label a
teacher, but rather to guide the mentor’s decision about what services
or support to provide to the teacher to promote the greatest

development.
Providing services to a teacher at the survival stage that are more

appropriate for a teacher at the consolidation stage is a mismatch and may
frustrate the teacher more than help him or her.

The table on pp. 8-9 suggests stages of teacher development drawn from
over 25 years of research. It associates those stages with years of teaching;
however, the years of teaching alone are insufficient to determine a teacher’s
stage of development. Some first year teachers, for example, behave as teachers in the Renewal Stage. Also,
some third-year teachers still demonstrate the behaviors of a teacher in the Survival Stage. It is highly
recommended that a mentor consider the teacher’s behaviors as indicators of his or her stage of development
rather than his or her years of teaching.
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NSDC
TOOL

STAGE TEACHERS AT THIS STAGE ... MENTORS CAN BE MOST HELPFUL IF
THEY ...

SURVIVAL
STAGE
Year 1

• Have many specific needs mostly focused on
coping with the daily demand of teaching,
management issues, classroom organization,
and sense of personal and professional
competence.

• Ask “Can I survive until the end of the week?”
• Focus on their own needs and have little

understanding of what is happening for
students in their classroom.

• Frequently do not take responsibility for what
occurs in their classroom.

• Fail to acknowledge problems.
• Tend to blame students, others, resources, just

not themselves.
• Have little sense of control.
• Feel a diminished sense of efficacy.

• Provide specific suggestions or “how
to’s.”

• Do classroom demonstrations.
• Provide limited options so teachers can

choose what is most comfortable.
• Co-teach with the new teacher.
• Give ongoing personal support.
• Connect new teachers with other

teachers.
• Arrange for the new teacher to observe

other teachers.
• Ensure that new teachers have all the

resources they need including
curriculum guides, student books, etc.

• Check in frequently.
• Listen and honor their concerns.
• Remember no problem is too

insignificant to be a major one to a new
professional.

Chart the stages
of teacher
development
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STAGE TEACHERS AT THIS STAGE ... MENTORS CAN BE MOST HELPFUL IF
THEY ...

CONSOLIDATION
STAGE
Year 2

• Begin to think about the instructional needs of
students.

• Typically teach to the middle of the class with
little differentiation.

• Recognize that there is a connection between
what they do and how well students learn.

• Implement rules and routines easily.
• Ask “How can I change my instruction so all

students learn?”

• Share ideas with the teacher.
• Co-teach with the teacher.
• Observe and give feedback.
• Recognize the teacher’s effort and

results.
• Bring new resources to the teacher’s

attention.
• Engage the teacher in problem solving.
• Introduce the teacher to other networks

for support and idea exchange.
• Engage the teacher in professional

learning experiences that include
teachers other than new teachers.

RENEWAL
STAGE
Years 3-5

• Demonstrate competence in teaching.
• Find that some routines need refreshing.
• Look for new ideas about teaching, the

curriculum, and how students learn.
• Have mastered management issues.
• Have mastered most basic instructional

strategies.
• Have a sense of efficacy as a teacher.
• Ask “What are some new techniques for . . ?”

• Share articles from professional journals.
• Connect the teacher with state and

national professional associations.
• Engage them in professional

experiences outside the school,
including conferences, networks, etc.

• Engage them in action research
projects.

• Allow them to demonstrate lessons for
new teachers.

• Arrange for new teachers to observe the
teacher.

• Provide opportunities for them to reflect
on their professional practice.

• Suggest that they consider the National
Board certification process.

MATURITY
Year 6
and
beyond

• Are interested in new ideas and resources.
• Ask questions about the more complex issues

related to teaching, such as how to reach a
specific type of learner or how to teach a
challenging concept.

• Refine their beliefs about teaching.
• Establish themselves within the professional

community.
• Analyze the impact they have on student

learning and make adjustments.
• Take on more leadership responsibilities within

the school.
• Display a strong sense of personal and

professional efficacy.
• Demonstrate a commitment to education and

to a career in education.
• Consider their career future in education.
• Ask “What is my role in promoting democratic

ideal in education?” or “What is my role in
improving the school?”

• Observe and give feedback, especially
when the teacher is practicing new
instructional strategies.

• Engage the teacher in professional
networks and communities.

• Encourage the teacher to seek
leadership opportunities for the teacher.

• Encourage the teacher to become a
mentor, learning facilitator, department
or grade-level chair, committee chair,
etc.

• Provide support and coaching about
leadership skills.

Source: Taking the Lead: New Roles for
Teachers and School-Based Coaches, by
Joellen Killion and Cindy Harrison.
NSDC, 2006.



Year starts with a day for data

QHow do you help teachers use data?

In our district, everyone comes together
before school starts for a paid day to examine
data. Teachers are in groups according to their
subject or grade level. They get a report for the
whole school that shows what percent of kids had
correct responses under each of the state stan-
dards. They also get individual reports for their
own students. They identify the low and marginal
scores. Then teachers decide as a group how to
bring up achievement in those areas and why
those areas are deficient, and that’s where coach-
es step in. So coaches might interject, “Where
would this content standard fit if you’re teaching
a module? How can we hit this objective two or
three times? Can we fit it in different places so
the kids will be exposed to it more than once?”

The greatest challenge of coaching, whether
you’re working with data or anything else, is get-
ting the teachers to know that they need help. As
a teacher for 30 years, that was my area of
expertise, I thought. There were a lot of times I
didn’t realize I needed help.

Building rapport is important for all coaches
— letting teachers know that you’re one of them,
that you think of yourself as a teacher first and
that you’re willing to help down in the trenches.
You want them to know you’re willing to do the
slug work so they’re free to teach. And when you
do that for them, they’ll turn around and they’ll
feel more comfortable with you and ask you to
do other things which are more meaningful —
co-teach with them or work with them on a big
project or help them see another way to teach a
particular content objective that maybe they
haven’t thought about before.�

LESSONS FROM
A COACH
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Nancy Booth is an
instructional coach
for Boone County
Schools in Madison,
W.V.



What can teachers do to encourage girls in math
and science?

First, teachers can strengthen girls’ beliefs in
their own abilities. To do this, they can (a) teach
explicitly that one’s academic abilities are not
“set in stone” and can be expanded and improved
with effort and practice and (b) provide prescrip-
tive, informational feedback on strategies, effort,
and the process of learning.

Second, teachers can cultivate girls’ interest
in math and science by selecting activities that
connect course content to related careers without
reinforcing gender stereotypes and by offering
supplemental resources outside of class to stu-
dents who show strong interest in a particular
topic.

The IES expert panel found these strategies
to be supported by research evidence having a
“moderate” level of rigor. The panel also recom-
mends exposing girls to female role models and
training students in spatial skills (e.g., mentally
rotating images, drawing spatial representations).
Both strategies are supported by research,
although the panel rated the rigor of this research
to be “low.”

What can be done at the school and district
levels?

The IES panel reminds us that ultimately,
students’ career choices “reflect multiple influ-
ences that accumulate over time.” To minimize
the possibility that girls will prematurely rule out
careers in math and science, schools and districts
need to build students’ confidence and skills in
both subject areas at the elementary, middle, and
high school levels.
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NSDC’s Purpose:
Every educator engages in effective professional 
learning every day so every student achieves.

Application deadline: Feb. 13, 2009

Improve Educator 
and Student Learning.

Join NSDC’s Academy
Class of 2011.

Download a brochure and application 
from www.nsdc.org/connect/academy.cfm

800-727-7288 • www.nsdc.org

The NSDC Academy is an extended professional 

learning experience that exemplifies the transformational

learning recommended by NSDC’s Standards for Staff

Development.

Academy members work collaboratively to solve 

significant professional learning problems related to

improving leadership, teaching, and student learning. They

construct knowledge and develop skills necessary to trans-

form their learning, their work, and their organizations.

n Share 21/2 years of learning (July 2009 through 

December 2011)

n Experience face-to-face, team-based learning during

12 Academy learning days

n Participate in periodic 90-minute telephone 

conferences during the Academy experience

ACADEMY 2011

“The switch in our Academy from the problem to 
an enduring area of inquiry was an appropriate shift

in thinking. There’s no solution. There will always 
be much work and learning to be done, and the

Academy Class of 2008 experience leaves me better
equipped to embrace that work and learning.”

Jay Pearson
Principal, George C. Marshall High School

Fairfax County,Va.

“When I began the Academy I was a new coach.
Having been on the job for 6 months, I barely knew
what my job entailed and still viewed myself as a
teacher. I wanted to retain this identity and would
call myself a teacher. The Academy experience has
taught me a lot about myself and has helped me
see myself as a teacher-leader. I am more than a
coach. I can provide and sustain learning in ways

that empower teachers and allow teachers to 
see their own abilities not mine.”

Brenda Krupp
Elementary Professional Development Coach

Souderton Area School District
Souderton, Pa.

                                 



To become a member of the Academy, applicants 
commit to solving a significant problem related to 
student learning through a team- and problem-based
learning process, have the endorsement and financial
support of their superintendent or CEO of the organi-
zation in which they are employed, and agree to engage
fully in the Academy learning experiences.

APPLICATION PROCESS

Submit an application letter that includes:

n Application form signed as indicated
n Letter of support from superintendent or appropriate 

administrator addressing the following:
n Commitment to support the applicant’s participation 

in the academy
n Financial support for tuition and travel to participate 

in the academy learning experiences
n Commitment to support the applicant in solving one 

or more significant problems related to student learning.

Tuition is $3,500 for the two-and-one-half year program. Individuals will be billed upon acceptance in the Academy
and tuition is due within 30 days of billing unless other arrangements are made with NSDC’s Deputy Executive
Director. Full refunds will be made up to 30 days prior to the first session. No refunds are available after that time.

Deadline for the NSDC Academy applications is February 13, 2009.

(Supervisor Signature) 

N O M I N AT I O N / A P P L I C AT I O N  F O R M –  N S D C  AC A D E M Y

APPLICANT __________________________________________________________________   POSITION ________________________________________________

SCHOOL SYSTEM/ORGANIZATION ________________________________________________________________________________________________________

PREFERRED MAILING ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

OFFICE PHONE ______________________________________________________   FAX    ____________________________________________________________

HOME PHONE  ______________________________________________________   E-MAIL ___________________________________________________________

SUPERVISOR SUPPORT

SUPERVISOR’S NAME ________________________________________________________   TITLE ______________________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

I will support this nominee’s participation in the NSDC Academy 
for the two-and-one-half year commitment. _______________________________________________________________________________

I agree to meet the Academy expectations listed in the brochure: ______________________________________________________________

Submit a letter from applicant that includes:

n Description of the sponsoring school/organization.
n Description of the applicant’s role in the organization.
n Reasons for applying to participate in the Academy.
n Identification of the problem the applicant wants to solve.
n Statement of commitment to fulfill Academy 

expectations/commitments.

Tuition for the program is $3,500, which includes all of
the learning days detailed on page 1 and registration for the
2009 and 2010 NSDC Annual Conferences. In addition, tuition
covers membership in NSDC for three years. Scholarships
may be available to those who qualify.To learn about scholar-
ships, please visit www.nsdc.org/connect/foundation.cfm.

Team-based community learning days will be held during:
• July 15-17, 2009
• December 4-6, 2009 and Annual Conference
• July 21-23, 2010
• December 3-5, 2011 and Annual Conference

(Participant Signature) 

ACADEMY 2011“Through the Academy I gained clarity about my assumptions on teaching and learning. I enjoyed working collaboratively
in a learning community, practicing and living high-quality professional learning, and learning to improve myself and my
teachers in a direct effort to increase student achievement. The Academy created a great circle of trust and allowed for
my thinking to be transformed.”

Michelle Contich – Principal, Lipscomb Elementary School, Brentwood,Tenn.

HOW CAN YOU BECOME A MEMBER OF THE ACADEMY?

Graduation will be celebrated in December 2011.

DEADLINE FOR THE NSDC
ACADEMY APPLICATIONS

IS FEBRUARY 13, 2009.

Applications will be considered
in order of receipt. After the
deadline, applications will be
accepted on a space available

basis. Send application
materials to:

NSDC Academy
10931 W. 71st Place

Arvada, CO 80004-1337

FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION:

Joellen Killion,
NSDC Deputy Executive Director

10931 W. 71st Place
Arvada, CO 80004-1337

303-432-0958 • Fax 303-432-0959
joellen.killion@nsdc.org
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B y C a r l a T h o m a s M c C l u r e

Apanel of experts convened by the
U.S. Department of Education’s
Institute of Education Sciences
(IES) has analyzed existing
research and identified five ways

educators can encourage girls in math and sci-
ence. The strategies backed by the strongest
research evidence involve changing the way stu-
dents think about their abilities, performance, and
opportunities in math and science.

Why are researchers interested girls’ achievement
in math and science?

Almost half of the U.S. workforce is female,
but only 26% of the nation’s scientists and engi-
neers are women. Researchers are curious about
why more women are not choosing advanced
degrees and careers in the physical sciences,
computer science, and engineering. Girls, on
average, graduate from high school with slightly
more credits in math and science than boys.
Although boys do slightly better than girls on
SAT tests in math, girls’ grades in math are as
good as boys’. These data suggest that ability, per
se, may not be the factor that’s holding girls back
when it comes to making academic and career
choices related to math and science. What is
holding them back? That’s the question
researchers are asking.

What does the research say about it?
According to an IES practice guide pub-

lished in 2007, girls begin showing less interest
in science and math careers than boys during ear-
ly adolescence. Some studies show that many

girls lack confidence in their math and science
abilities and tend to underestimate their potential
for success in these subject areas. Meanwhile,
girls and boys who are confident about their math
and science abilities tend to take elective courses
in these fields, perform well, and select college
majors and careers related to math and science.
According to the expert panel convened by IES,
empirical research suggests that “children’s
beliefs about their abilities are central to deter-
mining their interest and performance” in aca-
demic and career pursuits. A new study reported
in Science Daily echoes this conclusion and sug-
gests that parents and teachers should do more to
promote an “I can” approach to learning before
girls enter middle school.

Carla Thomas McClure
is a staff writer at
Edvantia
(www.edvantia.org), a
nonprofit research
and development
organization that
works with federal,
state, and local educa-
tion agencies to
improve student
achievement.

Keymethods encourage girls

RESEARCH
BRIEF

TO ENCOURAGE GIRLS IN MATH AND SCIENCE, EDUCATORS CAN FOSTER CONFIDENCE ABOUT THEIR
ABILITIES, SPARK THEIR ONGOING INTEREST, AND BUILD SKILLS.

HANDS-ON SCIENCE ANDMATH ACTIVITIES

Uncommon Knowledge: Projects That Help Middle-School-Age Youth Discover
the Science and Mathematics in Everyday Life was developed by AEL (now
Edvantia) through a National Science Foundation Grant and published by the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small Schools.

The two-volume set is available online
from ERIC. Volume 1 contains science
activities involving herbs, nutrition, and food
preservation:
http://eric.ed.gov/ERICDocs/data/
ericdocs2sql/content_storage_
01/0000019b/80/16/17/96.pdf

Activities in Volume 2 teach math
concepts through quilting and craft
activities:
http://eric.ed.gov/ERICDocs/data/
ericdocs2sql/content_
storage_01/0000019b/80/16/17/f1.pdf



Going the Distance
With School-Based
Professional Learning
NSDC’s 5th Annual Summer Conference for Teacher
Leaders and the Administrators Who Support Them

Who Should Attend:

• Teacher Leaders
• Principals and Assistant 

Principals
• Mentors, Coaches, and 

Instructional Specialists
• Staff Developers
• Curriculum Consultants
• District Office 

Administrators
• Program Developers
• Technical Assistance 

Providers

Save the Date. July 19-22, 2009

• New Teacher Support

• Teacher Leadership

• Administrator Development

Boston Marriott
Copley Place

NATIONAL
STAFF
DEVELOPMENT
COUNCIL

Over 125 breakout sessions will address:

• Learning Communities

• Data-Driven Learning

• Professional Learning Processes

• The Learning Gap

For conference information, contact the NSDC Business 

Office at NSDCoffice@nsdc.org or 800-727-7288

For sponsorship opportunities, contact Renee Taylor at

renee.taylor@nsdc.org or 800-727-7288, ext. 222

              



Team To Teach:
A fACILITATOr’S

GuIDe TO PrOfeSSIONAL LeArNING TeAmS

Anne Jolly

This step-by-step book includes all the necessary
guidelines for facilitators to help educators build a
successful professional learning team. Written in plain,

easy-to-read language, background sections set the stage
for each of 10 chapters that steer groups through the

process. A comprehensive set of tools, totaling 150
pages, will enable facilitators and learning team leaders

to take the necessary actions that will lead to high-
performing teams. free with purchase: Online access
to download a PDf of the tools. NSDC, 2008

B394, $40.00 members,

$50.00 nonmembers, 276 pp.

order By
PHONe: 800-727-7288
fAx: 513-523-0638
ONLINe: store.nsdc.org

New arrivalsNew arrivals
frOm NSDCfrOm NSDC

national staff
development council
504 S. Locust Street
Oxford, OH 45056
800-727-7288
NSDCoffice@nsdc.org
www.nsdc.org

ns
dc

Professional learning
for school leaders

Edited by Valerie von Frank

acompilation of articles from a decade’s worth of NSDC’s
newsletters and JSD that will aid school leaders in honing
their instructional leadership skills. This comprehensive

collection is organized so that school leaders can explore key
topics and learn from real examples. Interspersed tools will
help leaders take action. A resource list provides additional
opportunities for even further in-depth learning. NSDC, 2008

B395, $25.60 members,

$32.00 nonmembers, 225 pp.
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